
 

 

REGIONAL JUNIOR TOUR 
 
As with the First Drive Tour, the Regional Junior Tour (RJT) is organised and managed at the regional 
level by volunteers of your regional association. Golf Québec oversees and supports all initiatives. 
 
In this tour, the competitive and performance aspects of the game are becoming more important. This is 
basically a springboard to the Provincial Junior Tour: it enables us to select the best athletes of a given 
region for the Boys’ and Girls’ Provincial Junior Championship, the Bantam and Pee-Wee Championship, 
the Graham Cooke Junior Invitational, the Inter-Regional Championship, and to award points for the 
provincial OOM, among others. Players of the pee-wee, bantam, juvenile, and junior categories are 
eligible in these tournaments where yardage is specifically adapted to each category. Prizes and awards 
are presented based on the age and gender of our participants to celebrate their performances and 
encourage golfers of all levels to take part in competitive events. 
 
These events are spread throughout the summer schedule to provide competitive opportunities on a 
longer timeframe. Proximity is also an indisputable advantage of these tournaments as they are 
organized in the actual region of each participant. 
 

 
Comprised of a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 6 stroke play competitions of 18 holes per region and 
which are spread from the month of June to mid-August. 
 
Suggested yardages for each category are as follows: 
 

Categories Girls Boys 

Junior 5,400 yards 6,300 to 6,500 yards 

Juvenile 5,400 yards 6,300 to 6,500 yards 

Bantam 5,400 yards 5,800 yards 

Pee-wee 5,000 yards 5,400 yards 

Please note that these yardages are approximate and should be used as guidelines when the 
rules officials/regional representatives prepare their course set-up. 

 
Eligibility conditions 

 

 To be a member in good standing in a club that is a Golf Québec member;  

 To be a member of the Public Junior Player Program. 
  



 

 

Eligible categories (boys and girls) 
 

 Junior: 17 – 18 years old 

 Juvenile: 15 – 16 years old 

 Bantam: 13 – 14 years old 

 Pee-wee: 11 – 12 years old 

 Mosquito (9 – 10 years old): a mosquito golfer who would like to play in the RJT events can do so by 

filling-out the entry form supplied by his regional association. The regional association will decide 

whether or not they accept these players in their events. 

 

Note: the age of a player is determined on his age as of August 1st of each year. 

 

Player selection process per category 
 

The maximum number of players accepted in a regional tour even is 120. Should we receive fewer 
than 120 entries, all players would be accepted. In the case where there would be more than 120 
entries for a RJT event, the selection process would be as follows (still on a first-come, first-served 
basis): 
 

Player category Girls Boys 

Junior 5 24 

Juvenile 5 24 

Bantam 5 36 

Pee-wee 5 16 

 
Players’ affiliation to a Regional Association (RA) 

 
1. NEW SINCE 2016: The golf club where the player is a member determines the region he/she is 

part of. However, players will now be able to play in any RJT that they choose, even if that is not in 
their affiliated region. If you are unsure of the region you are affiliated with, please refer to the list of 
member-clubs per region on the Golf Québec website.  
 

2. In the eventuality of a player being a member in more than one club and that, as such, could 
be affiliated with more than one RA, it is mandatory to determine at the beginning of the 
season to which club the player will be associated. As soon as a first round is played in a 
given RA, the regional affiliation will be considered final and the player will have to complete 
his golf season in that specific region. 

  



 

 

 
Boys’ Provincial Junior Championship 

 
Did you know that you can qualify for the Boys’ Provincial Junior Championship when you play in the 
RJT of your Regional Association? As a matter of fact, each RA has 2 exemptions (Eastern Township, 
Mauricie, Montréal-North, Montréal-South, Ottawa et Québec) or 4 exemptions (Abitibi – Lower St-
Lawrence / Côte-Nord, Saguenay / Lac St-Jean / Chibougamau) to be distributed to their two or four 
best junior players (17-18 years old) or juvenile players (15-16 years old). The only way to obtain one 
of these spots is to play in every RJT events held in your region before July 1, 2017. 
 
If you are not successful at qualifying for the Provincial Championship through your RJT, there are 
also three provincial qualifying rounds in which you can play. 

 
Girls’ Provincial Junior Championship 

 
NEW IN 2017: any player that wants to participate in the Girls’ Provincial Junior Championship will now 
have to qualify in either an RJT event or a provincial qualifying round. These players will have to play 100 
or less in the qualifying round to qualify. Each player will have the possibility of playing in a maximum of 
2 qualifying rounds. 
 
To view the list of all qualifying rounds, go to the Girls’ Provincial Junior Championship in the section 
Qualifying Rounds. 
 
Bantam, Pee-Wee and Mosquito Championship 
 
Players who participate in RJT events will be prioritized over players who haven’t played in RJT events 
for the bantam and pee-wee categories.  

 If more players register than the identified number below, players will be selected based on the 
best differentials* (average of all rounds played) 

 Boys only: If more players register than the identified number below, each region will have 
exemptions for 2 bantam players and 1 pee-wee player; 

 The deadline for any RJT round to count is July 28, 2017.  
 
*** The differential is a calculation between the gross score and the course evaluation where the round 
was played. (Ex: if a players plays 80 on a course that has a rating of 69.3 and a slope of 117, this would 
give her a differential of 10.3) 
 
Graham Cooke Junior Invitational 
 
Each Golf Québec region will get automatic exemptions for the Graham Cooke Junior Invitational. This is 
the number of spots reserved for each region: 

- 2 girls (junior or juvenile) 
- 1 bantam girl 
- 1 junior boy 
- 2 juvenile boys 
- 2 bantam boys 

https://quebec.bluegolf.com/bluegolf/quebec17/schedule/golfquebecjr/index.htm
https://quebec.bluegolf.com/bluegolf/quebec17/event/quebec17133/agendas.htm?type=1&stype=12&hagenda=77823a75-bcf4-4bf2-965a-8b01845d6c38&


 

 

Inter-Regional Championship 
 
The Inter-Regional Championship is an outstanding team competition that stands out of the junior 
schedule. This tournament gathers players of 11 to 16 years old in an 8-man team representing their 
respective region. A friendly atmosphere prevails in this event, but regional rivalries also quick in. 
 
The main goal of this tournament is to determine which Golf Québec region is the best and which 
pair of golfers (boy/girl) is the best within our regions. 
 
How can I qualify for this tournament? 
The only way to take part in this tournament is to play in the RJT of your region. Players will be 
selected as follows: 
 

Categories Number 

Juvenile boys 2 

Bantam boys 2 

Pee-wee boys 2 

Girls (juvenile, bantam or pee-wee) 2 

 
Selection process 
Please refer to your region (junior representative or regional coach) to understand their selection 
process to create their team.  
 
Note: For the girls, as there are 3 playing categories but only 2 places available for girls on each team, 
a selection will be made based on regional talent. 
 

 
Players who take part in the RJT events can cumulate points both on the regional and provincial Orders 
of Merit. Altogether, here is what these OOM are used for:   

 

 Regional OOM: it’s not mandatory for a region to maintain an OOM 
o Determine the best players of each category during the golf season; 
o Selection tool for the Inter-Regional Championship. 

 

 Provincial OOM: 
o A players must participate in a minimum of 3 rounds of the RJT in order to cumulate points on 

the provincial OOM; 
o The following categories can earn points on the provincial OOM (for boys and girls): global, 

junior, juvenile, bantam, and pee-wee (please refer to the OOM page on the Golf Québec 
website). 

 
EQUIVALENCE 
In some cases, players could miss a RJT even because they are already playing in another tournament, at 
a superior level. Is such case, a differential of the round that was actually played (in the superior 
tournament) will be added in the differential chart of the regional association were the player is 
affiliated. 



 

 

Specification: the round used for differential calculation must meet the following criteria: 

 Played on the same day as the event that was missed 

 The missed event was played on a traveling day 

 The missed event was played at the same time as a practice round 
 
Notes  
1. To be eligible, the traveling day and/or the practice round must take place within a day or 2 

(maximum) before or after the event that is missed (depending on the distance to get to the other 
event and whether or not there were practice rounds). 

2. If the RJT missed event was held on a traveling day, the round of the event (closest to the RJT) will be 
used to calculate a differential. 

3. To get equivalences, a player must take part in a minimum of 1 RJT event. Should a player miss all 4 
RJT events, he would not be eligible to get an equivalency differential or any points on the provincial 
OOM. 


